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MAXIMAL INEQUALITIES WITH RESPECT TO
PRODUCT MEASURES *

KVUNG-HWA KIM

1. Introduction

Let p be a positive Borel measure on Rn such that p(K) < 00 for
any compact set K eRn. We assume that p(I) > 0 for any non-void
interval I in Rn. We note that p can be a weight i.e., dp(x) = w(x)dx,
where w > 0 a.e. on Rn and w E Lloc(Rn).

We assume that all measures appeared in this paper have the above
properties.

Consider the following weighted maximal functions.

MQf(x) = sup (d( )) ( If(y)ldp(y),
Q(x) p x lQ(x)

where the sup is taken over all cubes Q(x), centered at x whose edges are
parallel to the coordinate axes. From now on, cubes will always mean
the ones with edges parallel to coordinate axes.

We can show, using the Besicovitch covering lemma, that M Q is of
weak-type (1,1) and hence by the Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem
M Q is of type (p, p) for p > 1. That is, we have

THEOREM A. i) There is a constant C > 0 such that

p{x: MQf(x) > a} ~ ~JIfldp, for any a> 0

and for any f E Ll(dp).
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(ii) For 1 < p ~ 00, IIMQfllp'll :s; Cllfll p,Il' where C is a constant
independent of f.

Proof. For the proof we refer to [4].
Now if we consider

MQf(x) = sup (IQ) f If(y)ldp(y),
zEQ P JQ

where the sup is taken over all cubes containing x, then we need a
doubling condition for p to ensure the boundedness of MQ. We will
show

LEMMA 1. H p satisfies a doubling condition, i.e., there is a constant
C > 0 such that p(Q*) :s; Cp.(Q), where Q* is the cube concentric with
Q and twice the size of Q, then we have

i) p{x: MQf(x) > a} ~ ~ Jlfldp, for some constant C independent
of f and a ;

ii) For 1 < P ~ 00, there is a constant C such that IIMQfllp'll <
CI/fl/p,w

But if we consider the strong maximal function

MRf(x) = sup (lR) f If(y)ldp(y),
zER P JR

where the sup is taken over all intervals R containing x in Rn, then
MR does not have the boundedness as above, in general. To have the
boundedness of M R we need some condition on the measure p. We have
the following two theorems by R. Fefferman and Capri-Fava.

THEOREM B (R. FEFFERMAN, [4]). Suppose on Rn, dp(x)=w(x)dx,
where w is a function which has the property of being uniformly in the
class A oo in each variable separately. Then MR is a bounded operator
on LP(dp) for 1 < p ~ 00.

For the definition of Aoo and the proof we refer to [4J.

THEOREM C (CAPRI AND FAVA, [1]). Let l' = 1'1 X .•. X pn be the
product of n Radon measures p.i of R I . Then there exists a constant
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C depending only on the dimension n sucb that for every positive ..\ we
have the inequality

In this paper we show the boundedness of MR without the regularity
of the measures as in [1] but with the dobuling condition. That is, as
our main theorem, we show

THEOREM. Let P.i, i = 1, ... , n, be one dimensional measures and
p. = P.1 X '" X IJn. Suppose that eacb lJi satisfies the doubling condition.
Then we have

i) IIMRfllp,p S Cllfllp,p for 1 < p S 00

ii) p.{x : MRf(x) > ..\} S C J1fl(1 + log+ ~)n-1dp. for..\ > o.

This generalizes a classical result by Jessen, Marcinkiewicz and Zyg
mund [6].

2. Maximal inequalities

We first show

LEMMA 1. Hp. satisfies the doubling condition, i.e., there is a constant
C > 0 sucb that IJ(Q*) S Cp.(Q), where Q* is the cube concentric with
Q and twice the size of Q, then we have

i) p.{x : MQf(x) > a} S ~ J Ifldp., for some constant C indepencent
of f and 0;

ii) For 1 < p S 00, there is a constant C sucb that IIMQfllp ,p S
Cllfllp,w

Proof. For any cube Q containing x let Q' be the smallest cube cen
tered at x and containing Q. Then from the doubling condition we can
easily see that there is a constant C which depends on the constant in
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the doubling condition such that p.(Q') ~ Cp,(Q). Therefore,

p,(~)hIf(y)ldp,(y) < p,(~) h, If(y)ldp,(y)

~ p,(~') h, If(y)ldp,(y).

Hence, MQf(x) ~ CMQf(x) and the lemma follows from Theorem A.

Remark. Part ii) was appeared in [2] but not part i). We give this
lemma here because it is essential for the proof of our main theorem.

The following example given in [4] shows that we need some condition
on the measure to have the boundedness of the strong maximal function
MR·

Example [4]. Let the numbers ai be positive and increasing and the
f3i positive and decreasing. Set Xi = (ai, f3i) E R 2 and Ri = [0, ai] X

00

[0, f3i] C R 2
• Define dp, = L 8Xi ' where Xo = (0,0) and let f = XR 1 •

i=O

32

Xl
1

X2
2

)(3

3
.

a a a

Then f E LP(dJ-t) for any 1 ~ p ~ 00, however,
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Therefore, {X2,X3, ... } c {MRf(x) > a} for 0 < a < ~ and since
p{X2, X3, ... } = 00, we cannot have the weak"':"type (p,p) inequality for
any 1 <p < 00.

Now for i = 1, ... , n, let I'i be a one-dimensional measure with the
doubling condition and let I' = 1'1 X ••• X I'n. Define, for i = 1, ... , n,

MiJ(x)
= MiJ(xl, ... ,xn )

= sup 1(1) 'If(Xl, ... ,Xi-l,t,Xi+l, ... ,xn )ldl'i(t),
t:.Ell'i 11

where the sup is taken over all intervals I in R I containing the i th

coordinate Xi of x. Then each Mi is measurable in Rn and

LEMMA 2. Suppose each P.i and I' be as above. Then each Mi satisfies

i) p{x E Rn : MiJ(x) > -\} ~ pt JRn Ifldl' for some constant Ci
depending only on the measure Jli and for all A > O.

ii) IIMiJllp,1' :c:; C:llfllp ,1' for 1 < p :c:; 00, where C: is a constant
depending on I'i and p.

Proof. Since IIMiJllp,1' :c:; IIfllp ,1' is obvious, by Marcinkiewicz inter
polation theorem, it's enough to show i).

For each i = 1, ... , n, since Pi satisfies the doubling condition, by
lemma 1,

where Ci is a constant depending on the measure Jli.
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Therefore, by Fubini,
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p{X E Rn: MiJ(x) > A}

= f··· J pdXi : MiJ(xt, ... ,Xi,··· ,Xn) > A}dpI(XI)'"

dpi-I(Xi-l)dpi+l(Xi+l)'" dpn(xn)

< J"'J~i Lllf(Xl, ... ,Xi, ... ,xn)ldPi(Xi)dPI(XI) ... dpn(Xn)

C· f
= T JRn Ifldp.

Now, we have our main theorem.

THEOREM. Let Pi, i = 1, ... , n, be one dimensional measures and
P = PI x··· X pn. Suppose that each Pi satisnes the doubling condition.
Then we have

i) IIMRfl!p,tL $ Cllfl!p,tL for 1 < p $ 00

ii) p{x: MRf(x) > A} $ C J1£1(1 +log+ It!)n-1dp for A> O.

Proof. Since MRf < Mn ..• M1f, by repeated use of part ii) of lemma
2, we get i).

From lemma 2, each Mi is a maximal operator in the sense of the
definition given in [3]. Therefore, by theorem 1 in [3]

and so we have ii).

Remark. We do not get a weak-type (1,1) inequality for the strong
maximal function MR even when J.' is a n-dimensional Lebesgue measure
on Rn. Example can be found in [5}.
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